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Cycling up after such an extended expansion is unprecedented. Like all cyclical patterns, this one
will be a puzzler while unfolding. Tax reform has been boasted as a big booster, boosting GDP from
2-3% to 4.5 and 6%. And with infrastructure spending, disposable income gains and consumer
spending, GDP might just bump upwards to once unbelievable territory. Commercial real estate has
separate cycles that are dependent on local inventory balances in supply and demand. Often
lagging, commercial real estate also has been a leading component to the overall picture. Patterns
in commercial real estate can stump the algorithm as randomly as the economic cycle. Accordingly,
now is still game time!
Infrastructure spending is important and logical if not politically a slam dunk. For safety and security,
our highways and railways and energy grids require repair, refurbishment and replacement. Fresh
water, waste and communication systems are similarly dangerously neglected, especially in
postindustrial midwestern cities. Improving preparedness and resilience for disasters, catastrophes
and terror is a critical component to the U.S. equation. All are essential to maintaining sustainable
built environments and investments. Commercial real estate is dependent upon offloading the
financial burden of infrastructure spending.
Moving from poured in place ramps and girders, tunnels and bridges, transmission towers, signage
and shelters, let’s make infrastructure and public spaces work for the property and the community.
Urban properties are notorious for windswept plazas with waist-high planters, possible public art and
well protected water features. Shopping centers are only notorious for parking lots and islands.
Shelters from the weather and even something as simple as benches are missing almost
everywhere. And public bathrooms are nowhere to be found. Pedestrians are likely to move through
and over the open space without lasting experience, entertainment, excitement or relaxation.
Opportunities are abound for enhancing these spaces and making them work for the property while
also working for the community. Scale and scope are necessarily dependent on the resources of the
site and the improvements. However, employees, clients, customers and their friends and families
are going where the public spaces are accessible, inviting and fun. Follow them.
Redefining infrastructure is a first step. Strategic linkages are increasingly compelling, efficient and
technologically achievable. Mediating the priorities of the stakeholders is the pause that refreshes
the landscape and built environment. For Boston, the Big Dig did it, making infrastructure an integral
part of a much needed, long delayed, increasingly complicated traffic dilemma. All enhancing the
built environment, accessibility and mobility and the natural opportunities of the urban community.
Now these challenges and opportunities are different. And so are the methodologies for integration
and coordination. Better planning, better execution. Not just rhetoric. Precedents and best practices
exist. We can do it. Let’s do it.
Happy new year and best for 2018!
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